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Abstract. A declarative semantics of a concurrent programming language based on Horn logI; 
such as Flat GHC is presented. The domain of input/output (I/O) histories is introduced. The 
model of a program is defined as a set of I/O histories. The notion of truth is redefined for goal 
clauses and sets of guarded clauses. The semantics of a program is defined as the maximum model 
of the program. We also show that the semantics is characterized as the greatest fixpoint of the 
function obtained from the program. The properties of programs that contain perpetual computa- 
tion controlled by guard-commit mechanisms can be discussed using the semantics. 
1. Introduction 
In recent years, several concurrent programming languages based on Horn logic 
have been investigated. Examples are PARLOG [3], Concurrent Prolog [19] and 
GHC [23]. In such languages, the notion of processes which execute infinite 
computations controlled by guard-commit mechanisms communicating with other 
processes using input/output streams can be represented naturally. Several results 
on the formal semantics of these languages are reported [ l&15,16, 17,22,20,21]. 
However, these results are based on the operational approach. Thus, they should 
be considered as a formal specification of the language processing system. In order 
to give a logical base for program verification methods or transformation methods, 
a kind of declarative semantics is expected. 
In pure Horn logic programming languages, the result for declarative semantics 
based on the least fixpoint is reported in [ 1,9]. In this approach, the denotation of 
a program is given as the minimum model of the set of Horn clauses, in other words, 
the set of unit clauses which is equivalent to the program. The set of unit clauses 
is characterized as the least fixpoint of the function obtained from the set of definite 
clauses. In this approach, we can characterize the set of solutions o 
independently from ttz l zTL-_- -prlf;_P>~: r:-z,.:r 
. 
ur%CvubLvlL XIXW,L~SZXSET& . This tipproach is one of the best 
ways of appreciating the clarity of logic programs. Extensions of this approac 
programs which contain infinite computations are also reported in [9,14]. 
However, these results are repor”Led for pure ges- They cannot 
to parallel languages whit 
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mechanism direct0 A. model theory must be reconstructed for Horn logic with 
the commit operator. Thus several extensions are reported for such la 
Levi [8] discusses the semantics of Flat GHC programs as t e sets of guarded atoms. 
A guarded ato is a guarded clause such that all atoms in the gear 
body part are Scations. For example, 
p(X I,..., x,, Y ,,..., kl,):-X*=7 ,,..., x,=T”lYl=T; ,..., Y*=&. 
It can be considered as a unit clause of Flat GHC. 
However, in this approach, the guarded atom describes only the relation between 
the input substitutions and the compute substitutions which are obtained when the 
goal succeeds. It is difficult to discuss the infinite computation of the program only 
with such relation. As Takeuchi [21] reported, there are two programs which cannot 
be distinguished only by relations of input and output substitutions, and output 
different results when they are executed in parallel with other processes. Thus, the 
information for the intermediate result of the computation is necessary to discuss 
the semantics of such programs. 
This paper introduces a new declarative semantics for Flat GI-IC programs which 
contain perpetual processes. The notion of input/output (I/ 0) history is introduced 
instead of the notion of the guarded atom. Intuitively an I/;0 history denotes an 
example of a computation path of a program which is generated when the program 
is executed without any failure or deadlock. We define the notion that a goal clause 
or a set of guarded clauses is true with respect o a set of I/O histories. The semantics 
of a program is defined as the maximum set of I/O histories which makes the 
program true, in other words, the maximum model of the program. 
The notion of a true goal clause with respect o the model of a program does not 
necessarily mean that the goal clause succeeds on the program. That is, not only 
all successful goal clauses are true but also goals which do not succeed finitely but 
can be executed infinitely without failure or deadlock are true. A goal clause with 
a goal which suspends can also be true if the goal can be activateti with some input 
from other processes. 
This paper also shows that the semantics of a program can be characterized as 
the greatest fixpoint of the function obtained from the program. 
is section introduces the notion of the guarded stream. For simplicity we only 
consider progra s on the domain of lists of { 
Vcw be a set of var 
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Let Terms be the set of terms de6ned as follows: 
(1) if rE Var or TE{ , r;i”l;, then 7 E Terms; 
(2) if rpl , TV E Terms, then cons( q, q) E Terms. 
nitio .3. A term r is said to be simple, when 7~ Var, T E {a, 
the form of cons(X, Y), and X and Y are different variables. 
2.4. A mapping, G : Var - Terms is called a substittb.%n if it satisfies the 
following condition: if C = {X 1 OX # X E Var}, then C is a finite set. 
We expand the domain of substitutions from Var to Terms. 
For each T, r1 , q E Terms, CT is recursively defined as follows: 
if 7 is X E Var, 
if 7 = con@ 7,) q). 
cons(X, Y) is denoted [X 1 Y] and nil is denoted [ 1. 
2.6. Let T be a simple term and X E Var. X = 7 is a simple substitution 
form or a substitution form simply. X = X is denoted true. 
A substitution form is intended to represent an execution of unification goal in 
a program. The substitution computed during the computation is obtained by the 
set of unification goals that is executed during the computation. Thus, a finite set 
CT= {X 1 = Tl ) . . . , Xn = 7,) of substitution forms, where each Xj is not identical to 
rj for 1 ~j s n, is intended to represent a substitution that is obtained by executing 
unification goals: X1 = r1 , . . . , X, = r,, in appropriate order. (Of course any set of 
substitution forms does not always define a substitution.) For example, a substitution 
represented by the set { = a) maps 1. This idea can be 
considered as a special case of the notion of the set of consttaints in [IS]. We identify 
a finite set of substitution forms with the substitution if there is no confusion, in 
the rest of this paper. 
7. Let (7 be a set of substitution forms that defines the su 
titution form. If u v { U} defines a substitution, then iJ is consistent 
with 0. Furthermore, u v {U} defines the same substitutic;:! t;r z, tk 
denoted 0 i= U. e denote (+ I# U if II+ does not imply 
et o- be a set of si (7 is tutio 
equal to IJ k_OO k for a sequence 
k+l = 
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where X = T is consistent with ok and ok I$ (X = r), then a is an m-substitution. 
Intuitively an o-substitution defines a mapping from a term to an infi 
V be a set of variables ( Vc Var), and C be the set defined from 
efinition 2.4. If C c V, then u is restricted to V. f&7 V=ld,then 
0 is invariant 0 
of I/O history introduced in this paper corresponds to the grotion of 
the unit clause for pure Horn logic programs. I/O histoq is an extension or 
modification of a guarded atom of [8]. An I/O history is denoted as follows with 
the head part H, which denotes a form of a process, and the body part GU, which 
de--*--- **tidr u3 puts and outputs of the process 
w :- GU. 
is defined in the next section. GU is a set of tuples (a 1 U,) where u is a 
substitutiorr which is expressed in the form of a set of simple substitution forms, 
and & is a formula which represents an execution of a unification in the body part 
of some clause. Intuitively, (al Uh) means that the arguments of the process are 
instantiated with a, then unification Uh is executed. For instance, in the following 
program: 
= b, pl(X9, VI). 
The following is an example of I/O history which denotes the computation such 
reads a in input stream first, writes b in output stream Y, then reads b 
P w, 
An I/O history of a process f# represents a possible execution of the process. 
erent I/O histories for different executions which commit to 
different clauses. T ere may be different I/O histories for different scheduling. 
an I/O history represents a normal execution of Flat GHC 
U is well foun ed with the partial order of execution, namely, for 
)E GU, if q c a2, then Uht 
the rest of this secti;~, thu ~:otic~n af
characterizes the no1 rilzl executions Q 
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Let r be a simple term and E Var. X ?= 7 is a simple test form 
or a test form simply. 
For a substitution a; X E Var, and a simple term T, (01 uni(X, 7)) 
is a guarded unijcation, where uni(X, T) denotes X = I or X ?= T. u is the guard 
part of (~1 uni(X, 7)) and uni(X, 7) is the active part. 
Intuitively, if uni(X, T) is a substitution form, it denotes a unification which 
actually instantiates LX, and if it is a test form, it denotes a test unification. 
efinition 2. Let (1~ 1 U) be a guarded unification. I( Q 1 U)l is the set of substitution 
forms or test form defined as 
nition 2.13. Let GU be a set of guarded unifications. For (a, I u,), (cr2 I u2) E GU, 
holds if and only if there exists a substitution 8, such that &a, = q and there is 
no substitution O2 such that q = &a?. 
It is easy to show that < is a well founded ordering. 
Let GU be a set of guarded unifications and Gu be a finite subset 
of GU. Gu is closedfrom below ifE for any gu, gu’ E GU such that gu’ < gu, if gu E Gu 
then gu’ E Gu. Let Gu be a finite subset of GU that is closed from below. A guarded 
unification gu E GU is an upper bound of Gu, if for any guk Gu, gu # gu’ and 
gu’# gu. An upper bound gu of Gu is a minimal upper bound if there is no gu’k GU 
such that gu” is an upper bound of Gu and gtz”< gu. 
We denote the set of substitution forms (that is representing the substitution), 
{X = ~1 (al uni( X9 7)) or ({. . . , X = 7,. . . } I U) is in Gu} as IGtaJ. 
. A set of guarded unifications GU is a 6W- m*Jnrded stream if the following 
are true. For any finite subset Gu that is closed from below an 
bound (0 I U) of Gu, 
(1) if U is a substitution form, then U is consistent wit 
and IGu(va~ U. 
(2) If U is a test form, then U is consistent wit the substitutio 
IGUl u c k U, then U is a test for 
ere is 
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The following are examples of guarded streams. GU, re 
takes a sequence of ‘W’s in 
epresents an execution of the process whit 
respectively, an 
1 i = 
? 
. 
e following notion is defined to obtain the guarded stream representing the 
C putation of a goal clause from the guarded streams which represent he computa- 
tion of each goal in the goal clause. 
7. Let GU,, . . . , GU,, be guarded streams, and Guk( 1 s k) be as 
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(pul I= U’* 
(o= (a’-{ U’l IGu,l i= U’})u 
{UN13GuC Guk 
) A 
( U” E if’ for some (d’l U”‘) E Gu) 
1 
and let GU be 
GU = u Guk. 
k--l 
If GU is a guarded stream and if 
then GU is a synchronized merge ofG11, ) . . . _ GU,,, and is denoted 
GUI 11 l l 9 IIGUn. 
If n = 1, then the synchronized merge can always be defined and it is equal to 
itself. 
after at most k rounds of internal communication amo 
efinition 2.17, for (0 
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Consider the following guarded streams: 
GUZ = {({ = a)}. 
They represent computations of the 
) :- 
) and 
In this case, 
{Ul(~l U)E GU}=0. 
On the other hand, 
{Ul3i(a! W)E GUi}={ 
Thus GU, 11 GU, cannot be defined. It is impossible to obtain the guarded stream 
which represents the computation of goal clause gl(X, 
GU,. In fact, neither X nor Y is instantiated by execution of 
Let CL’, and GU, be the same as Example 2.16. 
Gu3=Gu2 v 
O=a}l 
in the passive part of an element of Gu,. 
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This section introduces notions which correspond to the erbrand base and unit 
clauses, for parallel logic language based on the notion of guarded streams. First, 
a parallel language based on orn logic is presented. The language is essentially a 
subset of Flat GHC [23] with only one system predicate, =: unification of a variable 
term and a simple term. Furthermore all clauses are assumed to be in a normalform, 
namely all arguments in the head part are different variable terms. However it is 
not difficult to show that the language presented here does not lose any generality 
compared to Flat GI-IC using the modified version of the transformation algorithm 
for the strong normal form [22]. 
Let Pred be a finite set of predicate symbols. Each element of Pred has its arity. 
We denote each element of Pred using lower-case letters. 
efinitions 3.1. Let H, I?, , Bz , . . . , B,, be an atomic formula defined from Red, every 
term which appears in the argument of W be a different variable, and Un,, . . . , Unm 
and TJb, 9-**9 Uhr, be simple substitution forms. The following is a guarded clause. 
H:-llrg,,v URnl[Ubl,..=,Uhh,B,,B~,.==,B~= 
A finite set of guarded clauses is a program. We define Var( N) = {XI, X2, l l n , 
when H is p(X, , X2, . . . , X,). 
efinition 3.2. Let p be an element of Fkd with arity k, X, , X2, . . . , Xk be different 
variables and cr be an o-substitution. Then ap( X1, X2,. . . , X,) is a gxi. 
efinition 3.3. A sequence of goals g, , . . . , g, is a goal clause. 
3.4. Let GU be a guarded stream and V be a finite set of variables. The 
restriction of GU by V, GU$ V is the set defined as 




{X I3gu E GU, 3uni( U, 7) E lg appears in 7, y E K and 
Wgu’ E GU, if gu’< gu, then does not occur in gMI). 
If GU is a guarded stream then GU& V is also a guarded stream. 
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Pi&,X2,--9 X,) is called the head part oft and GIJ is called the 
Intuitively, GU only contains variables which are visible from outsi 
head part. 
/Q history, the same computation can be represented in several ways. 
In other words, if tl and t2 are identical except for the names of variables which 
do not appear in the head parts, they are considered to represe e same com?uta- 
tion. Thus an equivalent relation is introduced to the domain o do If 0 histories. 
. A mapping U: Var -+ Var is a renaming rmpping if there exists a 
mapping CT’, such that CT@’ =(T’u. 
Let GU be a guarded stream and o be a renaming mapping. aGU is a guarded 
stream, defined as 
uGU = (cgu 1 gu E GU} 
0gt.4 = ((T * e 1 uni(aY, UT’)), 
kr gu=(t+ni(Y,r’)) d an TV * 8 is the substitution defined as 
It is easy to show that if GU is a guarded stream, then aGU is also a guarded stream. 
3.7. Let t,: N :- GU, and t,: N :- GU, be pseudo I/O histories with 
the same head part H. If there exists a renaming mapping o: GU, --, GU, invariant 
on Var(H) such that oGUI = GU, then tl = t2 holds. 
It is easy to show that = is an equivalent relation. We denote the quotient set of 
all pseudo I/O histories with = as I/O-his?. Each element of I/O-his? is called an 
I/ 0 history. 
. An interpretation is any subset of IJ O-his?. 
Let t be an I/O history and g be a goal. H :- GU is a trace of g if 
ubstitution CT such that aH = g. 
is a substitution form = r, then CT does not 
ere is 
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Let I be a interpretation and g be a goal. g is true on I if there 
exists a trace of ag E I for some o-substitution, U. 
For goals g,, . . . , g,, let tl, . . . , t, be their traces. If they are I/O histories that 
are obtained when these goals are executed in parallel, the shared variables in t: 
and 5 must have some value, and they occur as subterms of values of the same 
varizb!es in ti and 4. The following notion is introduced to formalize these conditions. 
ion * t1, . . . . t, is variable compatible if for any i and j (1 s i, j s n), the 
set of variables which occur in both ti and 5 is equivalent o Common( ti, 5) defined 
as follows. 
COMo( ti, tj ) = VtZr( Hi) n Var( Hj ) 
COMk+,(ti, 5)’ GOMk(ti, $)U 
{X(~YE COMk(ti, tj), 
37, which has the form of X, [X 121, or [Z 1 X], 
gUi E GUi, (( Y = T) E IgUiI V ( Y ?= T) E ]gUil) A 
V@iE GUi, if gU: < gUi 
then X does not occur in any U E (gu:lA 
3guj E GWj, (( Y = 7) E [gUj I V (Y ?= T) E ]gUj 1)~ 
Vguj E G Uj9 if gal < gUj 
then X does not occur in any U E lguj I.} 
Common( ti, $1~ IJ COMk 
where H, denotes the head part of t, and GU, denotes the body part. Obviously, 
for n = 1, t, is variable compatible. 
Let I be an interpretation and g,, . . . , g, be a goal clause. g,, . . . , g,, 
is true on I if there exists a trace ti E I for every o-g, (1 s i s n) for some w-substitution 
a, and there exists a synchronized merge GU, II l l l ]I GU, where GU,, . . . , GU,, are 
body parts of elements of t,, . . . , t,, which are variable compatible. 
The empty goal clause is always true. 
It is easy to show by the following proposition that Definition 3.11 is well defined, 
namely the truth value of g,, . . . 9 g, does not depen ich element is selected 
from the trace of each goal. 
The proof is straightforward fro 
se 
Wi 
. Let GeJ be a guarded stream and 01, tT& be sets of si 
forms. The set GU w (t&, 0,) is defined as follows if it is a guard 
~,~2)=i(alUh)l((+‘~U~)~GU,~=~‘~8,-e2, 
If ( O1 u 0,) F U., then Ub = Ub, 
andif(UJsX =7)A(&u&)+ Ub 
then U6 is X ?= T}. 
Let W be a finite set of guarded clauses I be an interpretation. 
W if for any t E I, there exists a Claus 
Tl,*-*, xh=q#, Bl,..., Bk E W, each element of t has 
where GUi is the body part of some instance of a trace ti(E I) of the goal aBi for 
some o-substitution O- = { Ug,, . . . , Ugm} u {X, = q, . . . , Xh = Th; w D’, which is 
restricted to Var( H) u {X,, . . . , Xn} and 
The following proposition is easy to show from the definition of models. 
Prqmitisn 3.16. Let Mi( i E Ind ) be a class of models of D for a set of indices Ind. 
nenp UiE Ind Mi is also a model of D. 
From Proposition 3.16, it is easy to show that there exists a unique maximum 
model for a given D. The semantics of D is defined as the maximum model of D. 
A goal clause g,, . . . , g, is true on D if it is true on the maximum model of D. 
Intuitively, the maximum model is the set of all computations without failure or 
deadlock on D. 
The maximum model is defined for characterizing the goal clauses which run 
normally without failure or deadlock on the program as true on the model of the 
program. However goal clauses which run normaZZy are not necessarily the successful 
goals. That is goals which run infinitely are regarded as goals that run normally. 
urthermore a goal clause suspending goal can also be true. Consider the following 
example: 
) suspends on this program, if is instantiated to 
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Thus, goal ) is true on this program. n the other hand, let us consider the 
program obtained from the previous program by replacing the third clause with 
In this case, when goal is invoked then goal clause 
s, it cannot proceed with the computatio 
t. Goals such as t are false on the semant 
oint semantics 
This section discusses the fixpoint characterization of the semantics of programs. 
Ft is easy to show that the set of all interpretations 4P defined from Z/O-hisr is 
a complete lattice with a partial order of set inclusion. The maximum element is 
I/ 0-rkst and the minimum element is 0. 
Let I.3 be a program. Gn: IP - IP is the function defined as follows: 
G&S) = S n { tl each element of t has the form of 
H :- {({ Ugl 9 . . . 9 U,,,l I uni(X, v c)), l . l , 
W-Jgw~~, Ugyn ,I I uni(X,, nl ))hJ 
((GW l l l II GUk) w (I UgI 9 l * l 9 U,,l, 
{X = 71,. . . , 
X,,‘= ql}))& Var( H) for some clause in D: 
H:-U,, ,..., U’,,IX1=~ ,,..., X/,=rj,,B ,,..., Bk 
where GU, is the body part of a element of 
the trace I (E S) of cd&. 
u is an o-substitution such that 
U= W glv*--9 Ugm,X,=q ,..., xh=T~}uo’ 
for some C( restricted to 
Var( H) u {X,, . . . , X5), 2nd 
8 c 0 for all 
(~~U>E(GUIII..~IIGC’~)W({U~,,...~U~~}, 
ix I = 7-1,. . . , x, = 7m* 
For a chain Si: So3 S, 2 S, 2 l 0 l , the greatest lower bound of 
(I {Si IO6 i}. 
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It is well known that if f is (ci- continuous from below then f is monotone, that 
is if S1 3 S2, then f (S,) 2 f ( S2). The following two propositions are well known (see 
WI). 
o&i0 Let L be a compiete lattice with the maximum element, T. Iff: L + L 
is o-continuous' from below, then f has the greatest fixpoint gfp f and 
(7{f”(T)InsO): 
x, f .+‘(x) =f(f “(X)). 
If f is a monotone function, then 
gfPf=UwIfw)=m 
where u S is the least upper bound of S. 
The following properties are easy to show from the definitions. 
S. GD is o-continuous from below. 
roof. (1) ~,(n{S~IO~j})cn{~~(Sj)IO~j}:Foranyt~~,(nS~),thereexists 
a clause 
. . . . Lp 4 , 
El:- Up ,,..., U,,IX,=r ,,..., X,,=r,,, B ,,..., B,,ED 
An element of t has the form 
N:-WJg,,..., V,,}Iuni(X*,~*)),.*.,({Uglr..., U,,~IwX,,71~mJ 
wmll ’ ’ l II GW w ({ &,, l l l , &,,,I, ix, = TI, l - l 3 xh = Th))-b hr(H) 
-where GU, is the body part of an element of a trace tj( E n {Si I Osj}) of oBi and 
o is an o-substitution which satisfies the condition in efinition 4.1. From ti E 
n { $ IO s j), ti E $ for all j. (Note that 0 can be chosen independently from j.) Thus 
for all j, t E &( 4 ) from the definition of QD. Since, n {@&Sri )10s j} is the greatest 
lower bound of { @( Si) IO s i}, then 
(2) ~~(n~~iO~j>)=n{~,(Sj)IO~.I}: Assume tE[>{@@JO=zj}. Forany 
j, t E @@” ). An element of t has the form of 
l - 
. 
iti 19***, &?I} 1 udX, 9 d>~ l l l 3 (i&l 5 n l l 3 u,rn}I uni(x,, Th))b 
11 Gu.~ w (1 uglt l . l 9 Ugrnh {xl = ?,. . . 9 xh = Th)))J var( 
part of an element of a trace ti( E n {Sj IO s j}) of UBi and 
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d$,( I) 1 I if and only if 
f. (If part): Let I be a model of and t E I. From efinition 3.15, there exists 
a clause 
Hz- Ug ,,..., U,,(X,=T ,,..., Xh=~h, I,**‘, Bk E D 
and t has the form 
where GUj is the body part of an element of a trace ti E I of aSi and c is an 
~-~-c~=Q~*~**;~~ which satisfies the condition in Definition 3.15 (and the condition w~uutiu*Arue&v~I 
in Definition 4.1). From the definition of !&,, t E Go(l). 
(only if part): Assume @&I) 3 Z, in other words for any t E I, t E 4Pn( 1). From 
the definition of G&(Z), 
t E {t 1 there exists a clause 
H:-- Ugl ,..., UgmjX,=7,,...~Xh=~,,, B, ,..., BkeD, 
each, element of t has the form 
H:- {({u,,, 0.. 3 u,rn,}bni(x,, d),-..r({&,r- l 3 ~~rn,)b’itxh, Th))b 
(W&II l l l 11 Wit, w ({u,, , l 0 l , &PI), {x, = 71, l 9 l 9 xh = Th)))&vf,-dH) 
where GUi is the body part of some instance of a trace ti(E I) 
of the goal aBi, cr is an o-substitution such that 
U= W gl,-•*9 u,,,,)~(x,=T ,,..., &,=Tj,)Vu’, 
which is restricted to Var( H) u {X, , . . . , Xn} and 
~(e~U>~(~U~~~*.'~~GU~)~({Ug,,~..,Ugm),~~,=~,,~~~,~~~=~h~),~~~~~ 
This is the definition of the model of D. 0 
Thus, we derive the following theorem. 
3. Let D be a program and MD be the maximum model of D. 7hen 
MD = n { 45”,( I/ O-his?) I n 2 0). 
This paper presented a new declarative semant 
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goal clause always runs normally. For example, if a subgoal of t 
to a different clause, then it can fail or deadlock. GHC is a don’t care 
language. Thus, a method to characterize the set of goa! clauses 
case is also expected. We reported on failure/deadlock set of 
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